NEWPORT LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN EXAMINATION

Hearing Session 17: Plan Monitoring and Review

10.00am Tuesday 13 May 2014

Council Chamber, Civic Centre, Newport, South Wales NP20 4UR

Main discussion matters

1. Does the monitoring framework provide adequate mechanisms to enable effective implementation monitoring to avoid non-delivery of the Plan’s strategy?

   • Has appropriate additional work been undertaken to address Welsh Government concerns regarding the need for more specific local targets and triggers that reflect the Plan strategy, both numerically over the Plan period and spatially across the authority? What changes to the monitoring framework are now proposed as a result?

   • Have the specific monitoring concerns raised in relation to OB4 MT4, OB4 MT5, OB4 MT6 and OB3 MT1 been addressed? Do similar concerns exist in relation to other monitoring targets/triggers (eg: OB3 MT4)? What amendments to these monitoring targets/triggers are proposed as a result?

   • What changes are proposed in respect of OB8 MT1 following the disappearance of the Regional Transport Plan?

Note: The main discussion matters reflect the fact that the authority is presently discussing detailed refinements to the monitoring targets and triggers in the Plan. The Inspector anticipates that a revised monitoring schedule will be produced in advance of the programmed hearing session (and in any event not later than by Thursday 8 May).
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